E30 dashboard

The E30 was fitted with a multi-instrument binacle featuring all the standard clocks and dials
expected of a car. A Speedometer, fuel guage and coolant temperature gauge were standard
across the range, while all M20 models received a Tachometer rev counter and econometer as
standard. Learn more about replacing your Dash Cluster. Learn more about Changing your
dials. The dash cluster is a one-piece circuit board inside a plastic shell, mounted to the
dashboard. It receives its information through two plugs white and blue connected to the rear of
the circuit board. These plugs are fed information from the main loom through the C plug, which
is attached to the bulkhead inside the engine bay. If you have changed your engine, especially
for a non-E30 engine such as a M50 , then rewiring the C plug is essential for making the dash
cluster work properly. To control a number of the instruments, batteries are fitted to the back of
the circuit board. Many problems associated with the dash cluster are caused by failing or
leaking batteries which need to be replaced. The SI batteries are powered by Fuse Two types of
batteries were fitted during the production run; 1. Most battery-related issues are caused by
NiCd batteries. Placing batteries in a freezer for 15 minutes, then measuring their voltage, will
determine whether they need replacing. If they measure low or zero volts, they can be replaced.
These are tag ended AAA NiMH cells that are physically smaller than the originals but with a
higher capacity , which will allow you some extra room to fit them in. Learn more about
replacing SI batteries. Inside each dash cluster is a coding plug, which is specific to each
engine, be it a 4-cylinder or 6-cylinder unit. When replacing your dash cluster with that from a
different model, it is an incorrect coding plug that causes instrument problems. The coding plug
can be accessed by removing the plastic trim around the instrument cluster; the cluster itself
does not need to be removed. The Speedometer tells you how fast your car is going. It takes
this measurement from a sensor inside the differential , which means that the displayed speed
is dependent on the size of wheel and tyre you are using. E30 speedometers are calibrated to
display a higher-than-actual speed, which was common among manufacturers at the time. If
your speedometer has stopped working, click here. Cruise control systems require speed
information to work properly. A green plug connects to the back of the dash cluster with
provides additional pins to which the cruise control can be connected. The odometer, or mile
counter, is a simple system of mechanised wheels and gears, powered by a small motor. Over
time, the small plastic gears that drive the wheels become brittle and break, especially in
hot-weather countries. Removal of the odometer is simple, but the only practical solution is to
replace the entire dial. E30 Fuel gauges are a standard needle gauge, fitted with an orange
warning lamp when the tank level reaches 8litres. The E30 was fitted with two different fuel
tanks , a 55 litre and 62 litre. Depending on which tank the car has, a specific fuel gauge is
installed in the cluster, which are not interchangeable. A 62 litre gauge connected to a 55 litre
tank will still read half when the tank is empty, while a 55 litre gauge connected to a 62 litre tank
will read empty when the tank is still half full. If your fuel gauge isn't working, click here. The
E30 temperature gauge is not linear - it's compressed at each end, with the whole centre section
from just clear of the blue to just before the red, covering just a few degrees. The needle
anywhere is this whole section is fine according to BMW. The temperature is taken from the
engine using a simple heat-dependant resistor, known as the Brown Plug. The Brown Plug, and
its sister the Blue Plug , are mounted to the head of the engine at the front, just under the intake
manifold and next to the fuel rail. If your temp gauge isn't doing what it should, make sure it's
working properly. If you've tested it and you're still getting strange readings, make sure the
cooling system is working properly. The large right-hand gauge is the Tachometer. On
lower-specification cars, this was replaced with a clock. The tachometer is fed by a signal from
the ECU. This black wire goes through the C plug to the instrument cluster, and goes to pin 7 of
the blue plug C1. However, on older vehicles earlier than the simpler engine management
system provided tachometer and fuel rate data through a separate plug, not the main loom.
Most of these issues can be traced to the SI batteries. If your pre-facelift car has Tachometer
issues, try to locate the small three pin plug and socket above the pedal area, and ensure that it
is connected properly. If you have swapped your pre-facelift engine to a facelift, and find that
your tachometer no longer works, this plug is the issue. Your new engine loom feeds the
signals that went through this connector via the 20 pin C engine loom plug, so you have the
choice of either extending two wires from the hanging plug to the engine loom socket next to
the fusebox as they are in later body looms , or teasing the two wires out of the engine loom,
near the ECU plug, cutting them abandoning the rest of the wire to the C plug and splicing the
plug from your old engine loom onto the wires. The econometer is dependent on the tachometer
and the speedometer; therefore, anything that stops these two will also affect the econometer.
However, if these two are working normally but your econometer is not especially if it reads
Minimum or Maximum, but nothing in between then the fault usually lies in the interior circuitry;
the econometer is not receiving a speed signal from the speedometer. Since the car battery isn't

designed like other batteries, and is only really there to get the Starter motor turning, then you
need to know when the car is using its electricity reserves. If the battery light comes on while
you're driving, turn off the engine immediately. You can try and restart, but if the light doesn't
turn off even if the engine is running, then stop the engine and perform a check of the charging
system. The oil pressure warning light should glow as soon as the engine is switched on, and
should turn off within a second or two of the engine being cranked. If the oil light glows when
cornering, your engine is running dangerously low on oil and requires immediate servicing. If a
fault displayed on the check panel , then the CHECK light would flash to warn the driver of the
fault. Learn more about Motronic fault codes. For those cars fitted with brake pad sensors, a
flickering light is a known issue. Main article: Indicators. If your indicators work fine but the
green dash light doesn't glow, then the most likely issue is a blown bulb for that side. If both of
your indicators are at fault, the most likely issue is the hazard light switch. The Inspection Light
system is a number of bulbs in the centre of your dash to remind you about servicing your car.
The system is made of two parts; the "Inspection" light with its little clock symbol, and the LED
bar of green, amber and red lights. These two systems are independent of each other. The
Inspection Light itself is a twelve-month clock which shows you how soon you'll be needing a
proper BMW Service; either Inspection 1 or Inspection 2 , depending on what you have stamped
in your service book. The system runs from a built-in timer powered by the SI batteries ; there
are no sensors in your car which can actually tell whether a service has been done or not. The
LED light bar is your Oil change indicator, and is made up of five green, one yellow and one red.
Up to five green LED's will light when the ignition is turned on. However, the LED's will
extinguish once the engine is started, counting down to when your oil change is due. When the
yellow light comes on, it's time to change the oil. When the Red light comes on, this means that
service is overdue by approximately miles. Once the service has been completed, the service
lights should be reset. The system is partially intelligent; while based on a timer, it also checks
engine temperature and distance travelled to calculate the condition of the oil. However, it has
no knowledge about whether you've actually changed the oil or not. If your Inspection lights
constantly glow, even after being reset, this is usually a fault of the SI batteries. Main article:
OBC. On the centre console , next to the stereo if fitted and above the heater controls , was the
option of a Clock or an On-Board Computer OBC. The OBC was available as a basic 6-button or
an advanced button instrument. Learn more about installing your own OBC. Above the rear view
mirror of M20 models was a check panel, which warned the driver of any problems with lights
and fluids. The check panel will show a warning light if it detects a problem with. The wiring for
the check panel is an integral part of the entire car loom. To fit a check panel to cars that did not
have it from the factory therefore requires the entire car loom to be placed, from the entire
engine bay all the way to the rear lights, which most people consider to be impractical. The
check panel itself is driven by a number of sensors and switches inside the loom. The most
problematic of these is the oil level sender. Located in the sump of the engine, it can gum up
over time and constantly read low level, or it can be very specific and glow as soon as the oil
level falls below maximum. To clean the sender, remove it and soak it thoroughly in a bowl of
petrol before dunking it in and out of bowl repeatedly. Before you re-install it, test it by plugging
it in turned upside down and grounded on the sump; the light should go out. Then install it and
see if it now works. A desirable upgrade is to fit the three gauges from similar-period
Volkswagens and Audis, which provided Oil Pressure, Oil Temperature and Voltage. These are
commonly fitted below the heater controls in the central console, or in their own pod above the
central air vents in the dashboard , and were available on Hartge models. Learn more about
installing VDO gauges. An optional extra for Alpina models was a digital gauge, fitted in place of
the central air vents in the dashboard. It was extremely rare even for Alpina, and was only fitted
to exclusive models such as the i and B6 3. The speedometer takes its reading from a pulse
generator in the differential. This is a very simple sensor and very rarely breaks; however the
plug from the sensor is exposed to the road, and the wires very often corrode and break. If your
speedo isn't working, cut off the plug and 30cm of wire from the differential sensor, and replace.
If you have worked on your stereo recently and are now having speedo problems, check this
wire. When your rev counter starts playing about, it's one of the key symptoms of failing SI
batteries. The giveaway will be that you can't reset your service lights either, so don't start
hunting for wiring issues straight away. However, if you have fitted new SI batteries and you're
still having rev counter issues, then its worth looking fro the signal feed between the dash
clocks and the ECU. The ECU pumps out a square-wave signal to the dash, so you can't check it
with a regular multimeter, but you can check that the signal wire is in good condition between
the clocks and the ECU. This is a black wire that, on Motronic 1. Most likely, there is corrosion
on the C plug which is affecting the signal, or the C isn't screwed together properly. For older
vehicles, especially those using Jetronic , there is a secondary plug next to the ECU which

carries the tachometer signal to the instruments known as C Fuel gauge problems are very
rarely related to the gauge itself, and are far more likely to be caused by faulty fuel senders.
Learn more about the fuel level senders. If testing the level senders works out fine, try
tightening the brass nut on the rear of the fuel gauge itself. Be aware that this involves the
removal of the dash cluster, so if you are doing this it is also worth assessing the condition of
the SI batteries , the brake pad resistor , and the temp gauge at the same time. The Temp Gauge
is driven by the Brown Plug, a heat resistor that screws into the engine head. Failure of the
brown plug is rare, so it's best to first test at the C plug to determine whether the fault is in the
engine bay or the instrument cluster. Now if you switch the ignition on, the gauge should go to
full hot. If it does, repeat the test at the brown plug by removing the cable from the brown plug,
and earthing the terminal with a piece of wire for older cars with two-pin terminals, just bridge
them together. If it now works, the issue is normally corrosion of the C plug. If the wire test at
the C plug doesn't make the gauge move, the most common cause of temperature gauge issues
is the Brass Nut; a small nut at the back of the dash cluster that comes loose over time. Simple
tightening of this nut can resolve a number of issues, but access to this nut requires the dash
cluster to be removed, which is why testing the wiring with the above method is often the
preferred solution. If you have your dash cluster removed, it is also worth investigating the
condition of the SI batteries , the brake pad resistor , as well as the brass nut on the back of the
fuel gauge. A very common issue relates to the Brake Pad Wear indicator, which has been
known to flicker or come on at random intervals, regardless of the condition of the brake pads
themselves. This problem is caused almost exclusively by a loose resistor within the dash
cluster. On the back of the cluster there is a small rectangular box moulded into the plastic near
the temperature gauge. Open up the cluster, and on the circuit board, directly opposite this
'box', just clear of the temperature gauge, you will see the two soldered joints that hold a large
ohm resistor, housed in the box, in place. These joints have been in poor condition on every
cluster, except for those that have already been resoldered. If you have your dash cluster
removed, it is also worth investigating the condition of the SI batteries , as well as the brass
nuts on the back of the fuel gauge and temp gauge. Jump to: navigation , search. Categories :
Technical Electrics Interior. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Article
Discussion. Views Read View source View history. This page was last edited on 4 August , at
Content is available under. The dashboard is a solid foam-and-vinyl panel, moulded to hold all
the internal features and controls inside the E If the vinyl on your dashboard is cracked, or you
want to strip your interior, learn more about removing your dashboard. Main article:
Instruments. The instruments inside the cabin include the dash cluster , the on-board computer
and the check panel. As well as the instruments giving you info on your car, there's also lots of
switches, levers and dials you can fiddle with to make things happen. The controls include:. Air
flow around the cabin was distributed by plastic pipes, concealed behind the dashboard and
under the carpet. These pipes could channel air to the front footwells, rear footwells, front door
windows and the centre of the dashboard. Main article: Upholstery. The upholstered items of
your E30 were chosen by the original purchaser, based on recommendations by the dealer. The
selection affected the colour of the seats and door cards. Learn more about upholstery options.
The comfort point of the vehicle. All E30s with the exception of the M3 were capable of seating 5
people, although the fifth passenger may be rather cramped, even in the Touring. The
upholstery of the seats is one of the defining points of the interior, with seats available in cloth
or leather in a number of colours. While the types of upholstery did change year on year, the
physical shape did not, meaning seats are compatible for each model before and after the
facelift. Each E30 is equipped with two front seats and a rear bench. All front seats are
interchangeable, although 4-door and Touring seats do not feature the tilt mechanism of 2-door
and Cabriolet seats. However, the rear bench is specific to each model. Door cards were
available in cloth, vinyl or leather. Door cars are as specific to the vehicle as the doors
themselves; therefore they share the same compatibility. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
disassemble a door card. For that reason, repairing any damage to the upholstered section of a
door card requires a full retrim of the card. If you need to take your door cards off, here's how.
All E30 carpets are a two-piece component. The main part extends from the bulkhead to the rear
passenger footwells, and is identical across all models. Don't be conned by shady traders;
there's no such thing as a "sport" carpet. The rear section sits vertically and tucks under the
rear seat, and varies between model types. This accommodates the different seat cushion
shapes across the model range. Two materials were used for E30 carpets. M20 -engine models,
Cabriolets and Tourings have a velour-type material, which can be dyed if needed. The lower
4-cylinder models have a nylon hard-wearing carpet which cannot be dyed. The underside of the
roof is covered in a one-piece fabric known as the headlining. The headlining comprises of a
stiff, formed board coated with a layer of foam, onto which the fabric is glued. The entire unit is

held in place at various mounting points around the cabin, and requires the vast majority of the
interior trim to be removed to gain access to it. Headlining came in a variety of shapes to fit the
Saloon and Touring models, incorporating cut-outs for the Roof Sunroof and the sunroof
mechanism either electric or manual. While Saloon headlinings are interchangeable, the Touring
headlining is specific to that model, for obvious reasons. Sport models were equipped with a
unique black headlining, which is considered one of the few parts by which a genuine Sport
model can be identified. Considering how hard it is to swap over the roof lining, very few
counterfeit models will have a black headlining fitted. The aesthetic benefits of a black roof
make the headlining an increasingly popular upgrade; as the original beige headlinings develop
stains, tears and sags, more and more owners look towards fitting a new lining which won't
show its age so readily, which is why black headlinings are increasing in value. However, we do
NOT recommend the use of stains or dyes to treat your existing lining. If you want to refresh the
look, have it reskinned with new material. Learn more about recovering the headlining. Learn
more about replacing the headlining. Remove the panel from the rear of the seat by undoing the
two screws at the base. Locate the large cross-head screw near the bottom of each side of the
frame upright section. If the seat back is wobbly it is almost certain that these screws have
worked loose. Use a large philips screwdriver which is a good fit in the head of the screw to
tighten these right up a small screwdriver won't do it and they'll work loose again. Then refit
rear panel. Remove the seat from the car by undoing the two bolts from the back end of seat
rails and 2 x nuts from the front. Remove the plastic cover from the pivot point where the handle
is requires a large flat bladed screwdriver in order to avoid damaging the plastic screw , which
will expose the lever mechanism. A very common complaint. If you're lucky, the fault can be
traced to the heating system , where its most likely caused by a leaking heater valve. In more
serious cases, the heater matrix itself is damaged, and this usually shows up as coolant in both
footwells rather than just the passenger side. Of course, you need to determine that this is
coolant; to do so, taste it. Coolant has a very sweet taste that is immediately identifiable. If it's
not coolant, you've got water coming in from outside, and that can either be the rubber grommet
where the Loom enters the cabin through the bulkhead, a blocked "elephant's trunk" in the
engine bay or the worst scenario To check, pour a measured amount of fluid into the plastic
grilles on the scuttle, and watch for fresh drips into the footwells. If you get them, you're going
to have to remove the glovebox to investigate further, but be prepared for the dreaded tin-worm.
Another common cause of wet footwells is a leaking clutch cylinder. This hydraulic pump drives
your clutch, and when its seals fail it will dump its fluid into your carpet. You'll get a
corresponding softness in clutch feel, and may find it hard to shift gears. If this is the case, you
need to change both your master and slave cylinders as a pair. Learn how to replace the clutch
cylinders. Jump to: navigation , search. Category : Interior. Navigation menu Personal tools Log
in. Namespaces Article Discussion. Views Read View source View history. This page was last
edited on 7 April , at Content is available under. There are tons of ways to configure Magazine
Premium The possibilities are endless! As always if you have any suggestions for other well put
together DIY email me at rytis rtsauto. Gently pry out the center cap:. Scratch an alignment mark
across the steering wheel shaft and the steering wheel so you can reinstall the steering wheel in
the correct spot:. With the steering wheel locked, remove the nut and washer 22mm socket.
Then unlock the steering wheel and pull it off. Remove the kick panel under the steering wheel
by turning the three plastic screws 90 degrees two on the left side and one on the right side of
the steering column , then pull down and out. Remove the trim panel above the steering column.
Reach up under the panel and remove two knurled nuts. With the nuts removed gently pry out
the panel. It may hang up on the top of the steering column, just keep wiggling. Remove the trim
around the instrument panel. Two small screws at the top, above the gauges, then four more at
the bottom to either side of the steering column. You can now pull out the instrument panel. Tilt
it forward to access the connectors. I put a rag on the steering column to avoid scratching the
instrument panel while removing the connectors. Here is the rear of the instrument panel, with
all the bulbs accessible. If you have any burned out or dim bulbs, now is the time to replace
them. The larger sockets below and inside of the blue and white connectors hold the general
illumination bulbs. These two bulbs light up your entire instrument panel. The dozen or so
smaller bulbs are for the indicators. The bulb and socket are one piece, I have not been able to
find these anywhere other than my BMW dealer. There is also a brass nut at the bottom left of
the blue connector, this is the ground connection for the water temp gauge. Make sure this is
tight. There are two nuts that hold it in, one at each side. Lift up the parking brake lever, pull the
boot up off the console while pushing towards the rear, and slide the boot up off the parking
brake lever. You should now be able to remove the rear console section. Remove the shifter
knob by pulling straight up may help to put in second gear. Remove the 10mm plastic nut at the
rear of the shift lever red stud in picture :. Remove the large plastic screws from the forward

part of the console on the passenger and drivers sides turn 90 degrees then pull out. There are
2 screws in the top lip upper left and right in picture and a plastic thumbscrew on the console
side:. Start by removing the stereo. I have an aftermarket stereo with special puller tools; the
standard BMW stereo requires a Special Tool to undo the fasteners on each side. Pop out the
switches above the stereo and unplug. Up inside the top of the switch holes are two small
screws that hold the top of the panel in. Remove these:. There are two more screws holding the
panel in, under the bottom front roughly under the temp and blower knobs. Carefully pull off the
cover around the vent sliders and remove the four screws underneath. Tilt out the panel and
remove the four screws holding the clock or onboard computer. Disconnect the plug from the
back and remove it:. Disconnect the ABS computer from the left side bracket. Remove the
bracket and two screws these two screws hold the dashboard to the left side body :. Disconnect
the various wiring harnesses from the cable holders in the dashboard. Leave the vents and
ducts in place. It will be very helpful to have an extra set of hands to help with the removal and
installation. At this point it should only be held in by clips at the A-pillars and a tab at the center
just under the windshield. You can push down the ends of the dash to free it from the A-pillars.
Once I got them loosened I covered them with masking tape. Carefully loosen the dash and look
for any parts still hanging onto it. The hard part is wiggling it loose past the steering column. I
removed the old dash out the passenger side. It is held in by two two-piece fasteners similar to
trim clips, except that the top of the inner pin covers the outer pin:. I carefully pried out the
inner pins using a razor blade to get them started, then pried out the VIN plate with the outer
pins still attached. Install the old VIN plate into your new dash. Mine came with the vents and
ducts, if yours does not transfer them from the old dash. It is much easier to do it now than try
to reassemble the ducts with the dash installed. This way you just need to line up the three
ducts in the center on top of the blower housing. If it is anything like mine, it has crumbled to
nothing over time. When reinstalling, cover the metal clips on the ends to avoid scratching
anything. Bring it in through the passenger side and over the steering column. Get the center of
the dash on the tab and lined up on the blower housing, then connect the clips to the A-pillars.
Reinstall the brackets with the two screws on each side of the dash. The only fastener needing
special torque is the steering wheel nut, 58 lb-ft. This entry was posted on May 6, at pm and is
filed under Do it Yourself. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. My
wiring to the left of the instrument area was routing over the top of the air plemun black
plastice. I had to pull the left vent out first and then feed the loom through the gap between the
removed vent and the plenum. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript
disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled,
and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser. If
you are interested in joining our mailing list, please submit your email below. Welcome to
Magazine Premium You can change this text in the options panel in the admin There are tons of
ways to configure Magazine Premium Not a member yet? Sign Up! Username: Email: A
password will be e-mailed to you. Hello Guest! May 6, Take time to label all the wires,
connectors, small parts while removing. Now remove the instrument cluster â€¦ Remove the
kick panel under the steering wheel by turning the three plastic screws 90 degrees two on the
left side and one on the right side of the steering column , then pull down and out. Two more
screws hold the instrument panel itself in: You can now pull out the instrument panel. To
disconnect, pry up the black plastic clips then pull out the connectors. Remove the center
console: Remove the rear ashtray and the 10mm plastic nut holding down the rear of the
console Lift up the parking brake lever, pull the boot up off the console while pushing towards
the rear, and slide the boot up off the parking brake lever. Then squeeze the shifter boot at the
sides and remove. Pop out the window switches and unplug. Remove the 10mm plastic nut at
the rear of the shift lever red stud in picture : Remove the large plastic screws from the forward
part of the console on the passenger and drivers sides turn 90 degrees then pull out. You can
now remove the forward console section. Remove these: Carefully pull off the cover around the
vent sliders and remove the four screws underneath. Remove the bracket and two screws these
two screws hold the dashboard to the left side body : Disconnect the various wiring harnesses
from the cable holders in the dashboard. I removed the old dash out the passenger side It is
held in by two two-piece fasteners similar to trim clips, except that the top of the inner pin
covers the outer pin: I carefully pr
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ied out the inner pins using a razor blade to get them started, then pried out the VIN plate with

the outer pins still attached. Air vents and ducts. Install the new dash. Here is the new dash
fitted into place: Put it all back together. Here is the finished product: This entry was posted on
May 6, at pm and is filed under Do it Yourself. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Use a dowty bonded washer. Is powdercoating bad for rims? Yes, and
illegal in Germany. So is using heat to bend them back. What type of fire extinguisher to get for
a car? How to remove seized rotor screws How to remove a stuck subframe bushing on an E30
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